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ADDITIONAL ADU CONSIDERATIONS 
 

 
1.) With ADU standards for residential lots in one neighborhood differing from ADU standards 
for comparable residential lots in another neighborhood, realistically there will be continuous 
requests for variances resulting in more workload demand for City employees and possibly a 
need for an increase in employees. This would seem to be contrary to the goal of streamlining 
the permitting process. 
 
 
2.) The setback requirements(25 feet in the front,15 feet on the side street,10 feet for the rear, 
and 5 feet interior)act as a secondary perimeter inside the total lot boundary.  As the 40% of 
total lot size structural limitation, the 45% impervious covering limitation, and the square 
footage maximum for the ADU all fall inside this secondary perimeter, controls relative to ADU 
placement for McMansion concerns already are established, again reducing the need for a total 
lot size limitation on ADU permitting.         
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CONCERNING ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS(ADU’s) 
 
 
Most of the proposed aspects in the amendments to C20-2014-012 concerning ADU’s, such as the parking considerations, separation of 
structures, and entrance/driveway parameters, address realistically the opportunity of ADU’s to facilitate affordability and responsible 
building.  However, the following issues need to be considered -- 
 
1.) The constraints to curb “McMansion” setback-to-setback construction are laudably contained by the required 40% building 

coverage.  The rainwater runoff controlled by a maximum of 45% impervious covering is a responsible approach to floodwater 
safety precautions.  With these constraints based upon percentages of the square footage of the lot size, and ADU structural 
square footage limitations, a restriction such as the minimum 7,000 square foot lot size has no empirical rationale for existence.  
When one takes into consideration that some areas in Central Austin are allowed ADU’s with a minimum lot size of 5,750 square 
feet while other nearby neighborhoods are restricted to 7,000 minimum square footage, it appears the 7,000 figure is arbitrarily 
discriminatory. This can be remedied by eliminating any minimum lot size in that the above stated 40% and 45% will be 
self-regulating thus making lot size immaterial.  Should there be a rational, non-capricious need for a lot size restriction, it 
should be consistent at no more than the 5,750 square footage as granted to some neighborhoods. The above solution does not 
place a needless stumbling block in attaining the espoused goal of affordability for Central Austin housing. 

 
2.) In the matter of the ten-foot separation distance between the primary structure and the ADU, does the protrusion of entrance 

stairs/ramps for either or both structures into the ten-foot area affect the separation distance between the exterior walls? As such 
stairs/ramps do not constitute living space, it would seem logical that their existence should not cause an increase in the separation 
span. 

 
3.) Homes built outside the limits of the City of Austin during the period prior to 1950, which usually did not have any prohibition 

against ADU’s, should be allowed to keep the same original relevant separation space between the primary structure and the 
separate garage should the owner choose to build an apartment above the garage site for an ADU.  This especially should be  
pertinent if the home is still occupied by family members of the original owners.  

 
 

PERSONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 
 
In 1938, my parents moved into their home at 4518 Ramsey Avenue in what is now the Rosedale area which was then outside Austin.  I 
spent my infancy to young adulthood in that house, and later, as I was a single parent, my sons resided there when I had to be away for work.  
After my mother died in 2009, I permanently returned home. 
 
The knowledge that property taxes were drastically increasing came very abruptly when I changed the house deed from my Mom’s name to 
my name.  In the time it took me to sign my signature, the taxes doubled. The trend continues including costs for insurance, utilities, etc.  
Being a retired senior citizen on a limited fixed income, I realized something had to change. 
 
In walking the Rosedale neighborhood, I noticed many neighbors had secondary living quarters(ADU’s), including properties behind and 
across the street from me.  I counted 102 such structures from 40th Street to 48th Street for Rosedale, Ramsey, and Sinclair Streets, and 42nd 
Street to 48th Street for Shoalwood.  The above figure is probably conservative in that I could not view behind all houses from the street.  
This led me to the realization that by building a garage apartment I could obtain additional income to be able to remain in my home, with the 



added benefits of having a tenant on premises when I am out of Austin, and in a few decades, having quarters for a caregiver if warranted in 
my advanced years.  Therefore, I got a mortgage to proceed. 
 
I was aware of the 40% of lot size requirement for structural coverage, with my project only covering 34.7%, and the 45% of lot size 
requirement for impervious coverage, with my proposed coverage being only 40%.  After reading a June 28, 2015 article in the Austin 
American-Statesman I became aware of the 7,000 square footage restriction, and the 5,750 square footage requirement for some 
neighborhoods.  My lot size is 6,750 square feet, the difference being less than the size of many living rooms.  Being confused, I visited 
with the reporter who also was unsure of the definitive criteria for such differences.  With so many ADU’s in my neighborhood, I figured 
there had to be a rational solution for me to go forth, so I visited the City of Austin Residential Construction Services Office.  While the staff 
was very helpful and empathetic, they did not know of any solution to my predicament.  I visited with other City staff and found no one 
who could explain any technical necessity, logical explanation, or pertinent historical precedent for the 7,000 square foot lot size requirement 
for existence of an ADU on a residential lot.            
 



This message is from Thomas Ates.  

Dear Planning Commission Codes & Ordinances Subcommittee, 
 
Please support ADUs along with the following recommendations: 
 
Here are some points for improvement in the ADU ordinance: 
 
1. No neighborhood opt-in/opt-out  
 
Letting neighborhoods opt out will both take unnecessary time and attention from city staff, 
delaying progress, but will have the effect of excluding poorer, often African American or Latino 
families from high opportunity neighborhoods in Central and West Austin.  
 
2. No creation of some sort of affordability requirement in return for reducing requirements 
 
There is no proof of such allowances in Austin city code being successful in increasing 
affordability. By some reports, some facet of the code already allows this. 
ADUs are naturally affordable - in other cities between 15-30% get used by family and friends 
virtually rent free. That's better than any other kind of housing already. But require it, and the 
average homeowner won't do it. 
 
3. Provide for low interest loan programs  
 
Allow affordable housing developers to access a loan reserve pool to build ADUs as subsidized 
housing. 
Allow low-income homeowners access to the same fund in order to develop an income stream or 
house more family. 
 
4. Design standards and streamlined process 
 
Develop a set of pre-approved designs that can be adapted for no or very little cost, and approve 
them easily and quickly. Much of this work has already been done, the city just needs to adopt the 
designs developed by the Alley Flat Initiative.  
 
Regarding STRs, I support staff recommendation. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Thomas Ates 
 
 
 

 
































































































